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BEGINNER AGILITY 

Student Notes - Week 2 

Back-chaining Agility Obstacles 

Some behaviour involves a series of actions, 
which, when combined, form the whole 
performance. Such a unit is called a behaviour 
chain. A dog’s performance of the Dogwalk is a 
typical example of a behaviour chain. 
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Many behaviour chains can be learned most effectively by teaching the last behaviour first and then working 
backwards toward the complete chain.  Each time a new component skill is added, it is followed by practice of 
the previously learned skill/s. This process of learning the last component of a chain first is called back chaining. 
 

Many skills in life are learned through a process of back chaining or at least partial back chaining.  Skydiving is 

a typical example. In order to learn to skydive, the students are taught that last behaviours first.  The last thing 
that is done on a parachute jump is landing so that is the first skill taught. Skydiving students first jump off low 
objects and are taught the correct way to land on the ground. Gradually they are put on higher and higher 
obstacle to learn to land without injury, from higher up, with more impact. Eventually the student is jumping off 
towers under deployed parachutes, so they get a feel for the final stages of an actual jump. Once they have 
shown that they have learned all of the final steps needed to make a jump the students are taken up in the 
plane, where they learn new things which are added to the beginning of the behaviour chain (hooking the line 
etc).  But once the student actually makes the jump, the last links in the behaviour chain, the landing, have 
been practiced so much that they are confident and familiar with the steps needed to ride the chute down and 
land safely. 
 

The power of back chaining is that it creates flow and confidence in the performance of the behaviour. This is 

because each new component leads into component that the dog is already familiar with. In Agility, back chaining 
is often used to teach more complex obstacles like the contacts.  

BACKCHAINING THE DOGWALK_________________________________________ 

For example, when teaching the Dogwalk you might start with:  

 Place the dog into the bottom position on the contact zone, then have it move off when given a release.  

 Once the dog is waiting in that bottom position for a release consistently, place progressively further back 
on the down side of the Dogwalk, facing the bottom you want the dog to go to.  Have the dog move down 
the ramp, always working on moving into the contact zone and stopping to wait for that release.  

 Progress to placing the dog on the Upside of the Dogwalk, 

 Eventually you would have the dog to the point where they would move across the Dogwalk, and stop in 
the bottom position to wait for the release. 

  

By starting at the end of the sequence the beginner dog would always be progressing from the new, unlearned 
part of the obstacle to the part that was familiar and learned. This will help to increase the dogs’ confidence in 
the performance, as well as eliminate jumping off in mid obstacle or hesitating during the training phase.   

Remember...The most important part of contact training is the consistency 
and clarity of the release. 


